Definitive cure of HIV-1 infected patients is limited by the persistence of viral reservoirs under cART, where the interruption of the latter usually precipitates a viral rebound. Main therapeutic approaches used so far, namely the "shock and kill" and the "block and lock" strategies, have been unsuccessful \[[@bib0001]\]. In concept, the "shock and kill" strategy relies on transcriptional activation of the HIV-1 LTR by multiple compounds including PKC and MAPK agonists, CCR5 antagonist, SMAC mimetics, inducers of PTEFb release, Akt activators, benzotriazole derivatives, epigenetic modifiers such as HDACi, HMTi, and DNMTis, Tat vaccine, as well as immunomodulatory LRAs such as TLR agonists, IL-15 agonist and immune checkpoint inhibitors \[[@bib0002],[@bib0003]\]. Although most of the previously mentioned compounds transcriptionally activate the virus, none is able to decrease the viral load in treated patients, pointing toward a persistence of HIV latent reservoirs. On the other hand, the "block and lock" strategy could lead to a potential functional cure by HIV-specific T cells. This is mostly mediated by the action of didehydro-Cortistatin A (dCA), an inhibitor of Tat/TAR binding that engenders a persistent "super latency" state characterized by an extremely restricted viral expression. Nonetheless, this approach is limited by resistance mutations that have been reported in vitro \[[@bib0004]\]. To note that, beside the canonical "shock and kill" strategy that targets solely the virus, eradication of both HIV-infected cells and virus through the use of Akt inhibitors, Bcl-2 antagonists and XIAP inhibitors for instance, is correspondingly regarded as an alternative "shock and kill" therapeutic approach \[[@bib0005],[@bib0006]\].

Mann et al. study describes a "shock and kill" strategy that employs the activator vector termed ACT-VEC, a polyvalent virus like particle (VLP) formulation combining HIV quasi-species from five chronic HIV-infected volunteer\'s plasma samples taken immediately prior to cART initiation \[[@bib0007]\]. ACT-VEC are viral-like particles similar to human papillomavirus (HPV) VLPs used in multivalent HPV vaccines, with the advantages of increased antigenic breadth and generation a broader immune response, along with a suitable margin of safety and efficiency. In this study, virus present in latently infected HIV-specific CD4+ T cells is reactivated more efficiently by ACT-VEC compared to other tested LRAs. In this perspective, although the ACT-VEC strategy is more efficient than other tested LRAs in terms of latent viral reactivation, several cellular and viral barriers still restrain this approach and have to be overcome to achieve a successful viral clearance.

First, HIV reservoirs encompass multiple cell types with divergent phenotypes and metabolic characteristics, including a highly heterogeneous population of latently infected CD4+ T cells composed of naive T cells, four subpopulations of memory CD4+ T cells (TCM, TEM, TTM, TSCM), CD32+CD4+ T cells, monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells, tissue macrophages such as microglia, and hematopoietic stem cells \[[@bib0002],[@bib0008],[@bib0009]\]. Given the fact that ACT-VEC targets mostly latently infected HIV-specific CD4+ T cells, it will be critical to demonstrate that the virus present in other latently infected CD4+ T cell subtypes and/or myeloid cells could be reactivated. Second, it is well known that the extremely limited effect on HIV-1 reactivation exhibited by the tested LRAs is due to the heterogeneous nature of the viral reservoir, that is in turn linked to cellular factors including the cell type and tissue/compartment specificity, or alternatively factors related to the patient and gender specificity or viral aspects, for instance, virus genetic background, integration specificity and silencing mechanisms. The enrollment of only nine patients in the study by Mann et al. is too limited to address this highly heterogeneous nature of the viral reservoirs. Therefore, this study is rather a proof-of-concept to indicate that ACT-VEC is more efficient in reactivating the virus than the so far tested LRAs, with the notice that additional data to confirm its therapeutic superiority is indispensable. Although some LRAs are immunosuppressive with decreased NK activity, others LRAs improve immune surveillance through the enhancement of NK cells and HIV-specific CTLs activity. Prolonged cART treatment results in a significant reduction of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells, therefore limiting viral clearance. In contrast, stimulation of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells before cART treatment has been shown to enhance the efficiency of LRA treatment \[[@bib0010]\]. Since ACT-VEC reactivates the virus from latently infected HIV-specific CD4+ T cells, it would be worth to assess its role in the induction of HIV-specific CTLs and NK cells. Indeed, the reactivation of latent virus under the control of HIV-specific CTLs and NK cells by ACT-VEC could lead to a better control of HIV reactivation under latency reversal. Furthermore, since a higher reactivation efficiency of latent virus is usually associated with a stronger cellular activation that often prompts apoptosis, it would be interesting to assess the apoptosis levels in ACT-VEC-treated CD4+ T cells. The effect of ACT-VEC as observed in the study by Mann and colleagues is more powerful early in the disease since at that time the viral diversity is less important, the immune surveillance is still functional and the heterogeneity of the HIV reservoirs is still limited. Future studies will have to assess the effect of ACT-VEC in chronically HIV-infected patients.

In conclusion, the dual action of ACT-VEC as a latency reversal agent and as an anti-HIV immunotherapy could allow a parallel targeting of both CD4+ T cells and APCs such as macrophages and DCs, which are at the crossroads of T cell activation, apoptosis and immune surveillance. ACT-VEC paves the way to novel therapeutic approaches in the future that could couple strong viral reactivation and immune response boosting in patients under cART. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of the viral reservoirs still has to be better characterized with the ultimate goal of achieving total viral clearance and establishing definitive cure in HIV-infected patients.
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